
Quick-Check
Sustainability Strategy

What strategic impact does sustainability have on our company?

What value-add does sustainability provide to our company?

How is our company positioned in terms of sustainability?

How do we link CO2 reduction with our strategic goals?

How can we identify and prioritize actions?

Which requirements (from customers, investors, employees, society) 
should we meet?

Do you know these questions?

Our experience shows that a holistic view 
of sustainability is like a focal point for 
the future success of the company. The 
perspective of ‘managing sustainably’ 
offers a starting point for a transformation 
that results in a future-proof company, equi-
valent to an improved competitive position, 

economic growth and positive contri-
butions to the environment and society.
Even if necessity and value-add of sustain-
ability seem to be clear, it is not easy to find 
the appropriate starting point for a company, 
as there are many open questions around.

The Quick-Check sustainability strategy offers an instrument for creating transparency 
about these issues – without risks and excessive use of resources for your company!

Get a picture of the challenges and opportunities of sustainability for your company 
and identify approaches for integrating sustainability into corporate governance and 
processes – in line with your corporate goals. In this way, you create the basis for a 
future-proof company, with an improved competitive position, economic growth and 
positive contributions to the environment and society.
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Where should we start?

Transparency as a starting point on the way 
to a future-proof industrial company
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2 Understanding of the urgency of sus-
tainability and knowledge about legal 
requirements.

3

4 Trust and confidence to initiate a sus-
tainable transformation process in a 
value-adding way.

5 Knowledge of specific opportunities 
and measures as well as success 
factors for your company.

Specific result of the Quick-Check
Starting point for the ‚business case‘ of sustainability for your company
The Quick-Check sustainability strategy creates transparency towards your specific challen-
ges. This provides you with:

With our Quick-Check sustainability strategy, 
you benefit from an up-to-date knowledge 
base, a validated structure and many years of 
experience.
Yet, we define the specific approach together 
according to the  questions and goals of your

Validated analytical structure, up-to-date knowledge base
& tailor-made results

Fields of analysis of the Quick-Check

company. This provides tailor-made results 
which you can use as basis for planning 
further steps – in addition, you develop trust 
and confidence in your ability to initiate
a sustainable transformation process in a
value-adding way!

The procedure of the Quick-Check follows 
your needs. Together, we prioritise fields 
of analysis, desired outcomes and depth of 
analysis.

Existing data, knowledge and structures 
within your company are also taken into
account.

Understanding of challenges and op-
portunities of sustainability for your 
company.

Inspiration and an approach to integ-
rate sustainability into management 
and business processes.
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In an initial consultation, we jointly deter-
mine based on your goals  fields of analy-
sis, discussion partners and format for the
discussion of the results.

Afterwards, the analysis is carried out on the 
basis of our knowledge base, interviews and 
data provided by your company.

You will receive a report, which, in addition to

Procedure of the Quick-Check Sustainability

general analyses of your industry and regu-
latory requirements, contains the specific
results for the defined fields of analysis.

In addition, the report highlights fields of
action as well as potential starting points for 
measures in light of the analysis results.  We 
discuss the report together in your desired 
format, e.g. during a short conversation or in 
an intensive workshop.

Get in touch and make your
appointment for the free
initial consultation! 

Christoph Auch
Senior Consultant

christoph.auch@endure-consulting.com 

+49 163 2574 976
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